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INTRODUCTION

Information Technology (1T'),

Future fteet management systems wi1J,
need to combine advanced information
processlng, cornmunication and
automation systems (see figure 1). In
partlcular, knowledge.-based o:: expert
systems will provide a means; to
optimise ship operation by providing a
coherent picture of the ship
environment, taking into account
uncertain and changing conditions,
such as weather and sea states,
economic factors and ship performance
data. Vessels wil,I increasingly be
r-egarded as an extens j-on of head
office from which they can be managed.
To achieve this, cornputer-based
communi cation modules able to
integrate data frorn many sources,
includj-ng satellite, VHF and HF
transn'iissions will also be needed. The
increased quantity and quality of
information whi.ch can be generated
on-board the ship wiff be required not
only by head office for fl-eet
nanagement, but also by other shipping
support organizations such as
Class'if icatibn Societies.

LLOYD/S REGISTER,S RESEARCH PROGRAMME

within Lloyd's Register the impact of
IT in the marine industry is being
closefy monitored. Practical
experience has been gained of expert
systems through the developrnent of
appLications in several nar].ne
technology areas (1). Most of these
developments have been carried out by
the Performance Technology Department
in coflaboration with rnany industrial
and research organizations, under
three research prlogrammes. The first
is the Fuels Project, funded by the
Energy Programme of the Commission of
the Xuropean Communities (EEC) and the
U. K, Marine Technology Directorate
(MTD). The project is Producing a
fuel characterisation expert systen'
with the active participation of 30
members, f rorn o j-l companies, engi-ne
manufacturers and research
estabf ishments . This project, which
is nearly completed, is closely linked
to a second, the Corrdition Monitoring
Project, which is funded by the U.I{.

communications and automation are the
three key elements in modern
industrial technology, affecting the
day-to-day fives of: most of the
developed worfd. There is a growing
convergence between technologies and
systeins, ds information technofi:gy is
extended and supplemented by work in
the fields of telecommunicadions and
application e{ectronics. A sustained
drive towards technology integration
has been supported by extensj-ve
research and development progranmes
in the U.S.A., Japan and Europe. The
efficient integration of TT into
application systems is the ultj-rnate
economic goal of these progranmes.

It is inevitabfe that general
technological progress will lead to
the application of TT and advanced
communication and automatj-on systems
in shippj-ng. Moves towards enharrced
operational flexibility and
computerized ship management require
increasing use of electronics,
computers, instrumentat i on, data
processing and cornrnunication. The
application of advanced technology
through the adoption of integrated
ship control has already Led to the
recent order of three ships in
Denmark, for which manning ]evels of
seven have been approved.

The lmpact of lnformation Technology and
Advansed lnfmrrmation Systems in Future Fleet
fu'lanegeilment
P.5. Katssulakos, Visiior, and C.P.W. Hornsby, Visitor, Applied ln{ormation Fngineering, Croydon, UK

ABSTRACT

The paper examines current technical-
progr:ess in fnformation Technology,
communicati-ons anC autonation and
introduces a framework within which
these technologj-es can be applie<i to
ship operation. It pr:esents aspects
of Lloyd/s Register's research
activities in this fi.e1d, such as the
development of expert systems for
cond j-tion monitoring and shi.p
rnaintenance. Safety, reliabitity and
independent assessment issues for the
energing i-ntegrated fleetmanagement
systems are analysed.
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Information Technolocrv
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- Ia"i"ced Microelectronics
- ;;*P;ter rntegrated Manufacturing

Software Technology
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Te1 ecommun ications
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Jnformation Processing

Advahced information processi-ng
is required by most application
problems. The rnain goals in this
area have been to apply
knowledge-based systems in order
to solve practical problems, and,
more generally, to i-ntegrate

Computer fntegrated Manufacturing
is concentrating on tool-s for
real-tine nanufacturing control
and upon robot controllers. At
the sane ti-rne ef f orts are
directed at the creation of
architectures and interfaces
which r^rill make possible the
integrati-on of systems from
different vendors.

ADVANCE TECHNOLOGY IN SHTPPING

qoepfflers_in Sh ip Ope::atiqns

fn the rnaritime industry Lhe
introduction of computers has been
slower than in many other industries.
There has been significant onboard
automation, but until recently there
has been 1itt1e progress towardsItintelligent'r data processing. The
introduction of rel- iabl-e
mi-crocomputers is now changing this
situation. In the past five years the
adoption of computers has become
comnon for most new buj-fds, and a
var j-ety of programs have been rnade

artificial
technigues

recognition
intel I igence

j-ntell igence
into sophisticated

are artificial

software systems. Slow but
steady proqres!: is bej.nq nade in
tnost of the traditional expcrt
syst-ern :resr:a::cir area::: such as
kno'"v_l - :j,:rl: .ii-r'.',i.sition and
representation, and the
development
independent

of application-
support tools.

Evaluati-on and assessment methods
for expert systens are becoming
an lrnportant research and
development area. fn the wider
fie1d, imagie processing, natural
language understanding and speech

techniques nolr
achieving commercial- acceptance.

In the hardware field, research
on para11e1 systems is now
reaching fruition, with

systernsmultipf e-processor
(particularly transputer-based )
now achieving s ignificant
improvements ].n processl-ng
po\^/er, Research in the area of
rnassive 1ow-l-eve1 parallelism
using rtneural networks" is the
newest research direction,
encompassing with hgrdware and
software si-mul-ations.

Microel-ectronics and Cornputer
fnteqrated Manufacturinq

The interfacing of IT vith the
user's activities j-n finance,
production and other fields
through advanced microelectronic
products largely determines the
direction of innovation in all
industrial- sectors. Developments
in rnicroelectronics have focused
on the design and production of
semiconductor components,
especially fntegrated Circuits
wj-th increas j-ng attent j-on to
issues of flexibility and on-chip
integration. Optical circui-ts
functioning near the speed of
light are a
goa1.

to execute shipboard
ship management

inf orrnation tool-s are also becoming
widely accepted, including data-links
to provide conmercial information and
satellite navigation and facsimile
receivers for transmission of weather
data.

Further advancement lqill relate to the
presence or absence of the following
factors:

- Access to Tnformation Sources

* Externally, to advanced
databases on trading data,
weather, supplies, and
others.

* Internally, to more and
better sensor data.

Access to Comnunication Tools

* External: Satell-ite-data
transmission.

* Interna]: Fiber-optic
cabl- ing.

Information Processing systems

* Alqorithmic computer
Prograns (Stability,
Strength, SimuJ-ation) .

* Expert Systems.

available
functions,

long-terrn research



- Integration Faciliti-es

* For design rnethodologies.
* Common interfaces.
* Improved standards.

The rale at which new technology will
be adapted and adopted in shipping is
an unknown variabl-e. Future
integrated ship management systems
airned at j-ncreasing ship productivity
are likely however to be developed in
two distinct di-rections:

- Autonomous ShiPboard SuPPort
Systems (The AS aPProach).

- Shorebased ShiP Management (The
SM approach).

Implementatj-ons of both approaches are
likel-y to appear in the nedium terrn,
providing increased Level of
lutomation and shiP-to-shore
r:ommunication. Both approaches wi}l
share two common features:

- Total integrated shiP control
- Use of advanced communications

Ship Managernent Inforrnation Processinq
Svstems

Intelligent information processingto
optimize overafl ship nanag:ement can
tat<e place either on-bc;ard or in t-h'e
shore based head quarters. In the AS

approach, it wil} tend to take Place
on- board, whilst SM approaches will
focus on land-based processil-tg, with
management information and decisions
communicated to the vessef (see figure
2). The aPProPriate actions could
then be administered through a local
'ship management controf system/ as
shown in Figure 2b. The ship-to-shore
communication arrangements will also
be different. It is likelY that
individuat companiesr will develop
systems which emphasise features of
tne two aPProaches at different
lerrels, however, a certain amount of
infonnation analysis and decision
making will need *;o tak': Pl ace
on-board the ship for tire following
reasons:

- Input of observations from the
crew are required in diagnosis
and prediction.

- tvaluat-ion of the qual itY of
information generated through
ship sensors can be Performed
more efficientlY IocallY.

- communication cost will decrease
by optinising the amount and
frequency of data transfer.

Such a system can thus be viewed as a
Distributed Artificial Intelligence
system.

Knowledge-based techniques and tools
can be applied to several aspects of
ship operations initially to provide
advisory functj-ons, and in the future
to extend automation by interacting
with shj-p controll-ers.

Knowledqe-based systems
in the following areas:

- Voyage planning

are required

- Cargo loading planning
- Cargo and ballast control
- Condition assessment
- Statutory and

advice
- A1arm handling

cl-assification

- Maintenance scheduling
- Communication management
- Training
- Ship supply and bunkering
- Admini stration ntatragement.

The interdependency between the abovd
tasks requires an overall, strategy for
system integration which will optimize
s!r:i.p tPerformance'. Performance
cr-L;eria such as economy and safety
change during a voyage, thus creating
a requirement for flexible
communication and co-operation for
different tasks. co-oDeration between
different subsystems could be
supervised and partly controlled by an
'Overall Co-ordination Expert System'.

Automation of Certification

An important aspect of ship management
is compliance vri-th certification and
classifj-cation requirements. Public
administration files transferred to
National Departments of Transport and
Classification Societies for the
purpose of certification must cbntain
l::r L i;tblt: Jata. New techni"ques .to
vatidate such data will need to be
developed.

Marine comrnunications

Electronic infonnation interchange is
having a profound impact on the way in
which shipping companies communicate
with their shiPs, agents, terminal
operators, port authorities, national
tiaffic control organisations,
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suppfiers, weather and routing
ser./ices, cl-assification societies and
other 4arine support organisations.
The field of documentation processing
and exchange (paperless trade and
transport) is al-ready producing
significant economic savings. For
this purpose, ocean carriers are
increasingly use public or private
network organisations, Value Added
Networks, and Value Added Services. A
ship is therefore becoming part of an
integrated transportation system.
Satellite communi-cations are used not
only for data transfer between ship
and shore but for actual monitoring
and management of the vessel itself.
When fNMARSAT beg:an operation in
February 1,982 there were lOOO ships
equipped for satettile
communications, Now there are
approxirnately 7000. Satellite
conmunications can offer hj-qh data
flow everywhere as well as short
access tirnes and good transmission
safety.

The areas of future work are:

- Efficiency

safety reference conditions and
can institute corrective actions
if and when required.

- Rigorous standardisation of
equipment, procedures and
interfaces.

The diagramrnatic arrangement of Figure
3 using Local Area Networks (LANs)
provides a possible configuration for
the integrati-on of afl the ship
operation functionaf subsystems. The
processj-ng units are divided into six
Local Area Networks:

- Ship Managenent LAN
- Machinery and equipment LAN
- Communi-cations LAN
- Navigation LAN
- Cargo handl ing and hu1l

monitoring l,AlI
- Training LAN

Apart rron management and training
each other netr,rork interf aces ryith
instrumentation and performs control
and regulation tasks. Fibreoptic
media provide many advantages

avail-ab1e ( frequency division multiplexing,
several services on a sinqitof

transrnission networks.
- Standardisation of inf orrnati_on

structures.
- Legal issues.

Total Integrated Ship Control

In order to realise reductions in crew
1eve1s, the entire ship navigation,
maneuver-t-ng, propulsion, cargo
handling, and safety functj-ons must be
controlled from a ship nanagement
centre. A
structure

conductor, priority scales) for
transmission of data over long runs
such as the two interconnected
networks. The CSMA/CD (Carrier Sense
Multiple Access r^rith Collision
Detection) is the cornmon protocol
used. Developments in open systems
are irnportant here for the integration
of equiprnent built by different
manufacturers,

Most of the technology and tools for

indlvidual expert systems is certain
to be availab]e in the near future.
The technical difficulty is to achieve
total j-ntegrated ship management with
a high degree of:

- Reliabirity
- Flexibility and adaptability
- Intelligent and efficient user

interfacing
- Integratj,on.

ENGTNE RESEARCH PROGRAMS

Diesel Engine Fuel- Managernent Systern

The objective of the Lloyd's Register
consortium fuefs project, funded by
the Comrnission of European Cornnunities

hierarchical ship control communicati-ons, control and evencoufd be adopted.
Supervi-sory control, fault monitoring
and optirnisation through advanced
decision support systens r^u ould be
performed at a higher 1eve1.
Individual loop controll-ers with local-
control functions and possibly ivith
1oca1 inteltigent components could
then regulate particular actj_ons. The
development of such a system to
maxinise ship profitability implies
the followj-ng technical requirements:

- Optinum physical and
integration of
machinery and
systems.

functional
navigation,

safety control

Availability of adaptive
controllers which can identify
deviation from performance and



Non-Nuclear EnergY Research and
Development programme was to develop a
cornprehensive diese1 simulator to be
utilized for the desi-gn of a Fuel
Management Systern' Such a system can
be used to j-ncrease engine tol-erance
on variable quality fuels and could
become parl of an overall- engine
control arrangement.

In spite of the recent reductions in
the price of fuel oi1, this is stil]
one of the areas where the greatest
economies can be rnade. The wide
varj-ation in fuel guality gives ri-se
to a corresponding wide variation in
cornbustion perf ormance. Experi-mental
resul-ts have indicated that fuel
savings of the order of 32 Lo 122,
depending on engine size and type, can
be realized. The function of the Fuel
Management SYstem is to advise
engiineers on optimum engine settings
having identified the fuel effects on
combustion and rnaint:nance through a
fuel characterisatj-on expert system
(2). In developing this expert system
two data sources are used: engine
tests and fuel chemical analYsis.
Fuels which share a common ignition or
combustion performance criterion are
grouped together. A prototype rule
based system is then produced which
classifies a given fuel with respect
to ignition, combustion and
rnaintenance effects. For example,
ignition effects can be described by
fixed percentage ranges of change in
the ignition delay perj-od from a
reference (i.e. engine operation with
gas oil or equivalent). A second

is afsoparameter
introduced to account for the larger
deviations encountered at Iow 1oads,
with certain fuel tYPes. One of the
findings frorn the work carried out to
date is that at least three fuel
properties are necessary
discriminate cornpletely al1 the fuels
tested into groups of common ignition
and combustion performance.

The Condition I'lonitorinq Pro-iect

fn 1986 Lloyd's Register fonned a
consortiurn with Marconi command and
control- Systems Ltd, the University of
Newcastle Upon TYne, Humberside
College of Higher Education and Shell
(representing a shipowners advisory
group) to undertake a research and
development programme into
'Conditj-on/Perforrnance Monitoring and

The aim of the CPMPS Project is to
establish the principles of a system
required to:

- fnprove availabilitY
- optirnise maintenance
- Provide facilities for

integration into a shi-P control
5y > Lgitr

- Make better utilisation of
engiineers

- optimise performance

for diesel engines.

To achieve this goal it is required to
develop an advanced engine monitoring
and management system with five main
functions:

- Condition Monitoring
- Diagnosis of Engine Faults
- Performance Monitoring
- Performance optimisation
- Prediction of Maintenance.

The CPMPS systern design has been
described in references 3 and 4. A
set of data obtained from the engine
is processed through logical
reasoning, planning procedures and
sirnulation modules in order to
generate advice, There are five main
f unctional subsysterns i-n CPMPS
described below: -

- Data acquisition and data
processing

- on-line engine condition
assessment

- on-line fuel characterisation
- on-Iine prediction of oPtimum

engine settings
- Planning maj-ntenance.

The sequence of operation commences
with the arcquisition of a rrbatchrt of

to engine data. This is processed to
smooth out transients and to detect
any sensor faults. It is then
conditioned and paraneterised. The
rnain flow of processing compares the
eng].ne data vrith precalculated

sensitivity

Predictive
Engi-nes' .

reference leve1s from a 'reference
generator' mathematical simulator,
detecting any deviations and filtering
out tilose which are regarded as
unj-mportant. The deviations are then
passed on to the diagnosi-s sYstem
which attempts to assess the engine
state and to detect anY fault
conditions, In parallel, fuel effect
parameters are calculated by the fuel
characterisation expert system- FuelSystems for Diese1

s3-3-6
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to suggest optimum engine running
conditions and to project future
maj-ntenance activities on the engine.
Reports are generated for the user at
the appropriate tj-rnes.

Systen adaptability to different
engine types is accomplished through
on line System Calibration during the
initial system set up. The system
will prompts the operator for engine
design details from which it vrill
calculate what operating condj-tions
should be set up. In each such
condition the systen wj-11 scan the
data in, and use it to repopulate the
'reference generator t model-.
Deviation detection and diagnosis
wi11, in the rneantine, be suspended.
Recalibration will take place after
completion of engine overhaul and
change of engine part or sensor.

Details of the sequence of processes
during normal, steady-state processing
and diagnosj-s are shown in the state
transition diagrarn of Figure 4. A11
the components of CPMPS have been
implemented in an object-oriented
systern which has provided an efficj-ent
means to represent the structure and

on-board information to provide
decision support in order to allow a
small- crew to run a ship efficiently.

The application of knowledge-based
ship operationtechniques ln

encompasses many challenging problems,
involving assessment of rnultiple
influences both external and internal
to the ship, and integrating diverse
and multi-dj-scipl inary tasks.
External factors include environnental-
conditions such as winds and sea
states, operatj-ona1 constraints such
as chartering schedules and fuel
quality, and broad economic and social
issues. The internal factors involved
include hydrodynamics, rnachinery,

control,structures,
malntenance,
managenent.

stabil ity,
electronics

functiorr of
Conbini-ng
techniques with causa1 models has been
found to be effective i-n both the
diagnostlc and maintenance planning
expert systems developed.

THE ESPRIT KBSSHfP PROJEC?

Introduction

In recent years the European Comnunity
has combined its scientific and
industrial strength in a concerted
approach to information technology.
Within such a framework, KBSSHIP is
aimed at developi-ng design concepts
for the implementation and utilization
of advanced IT systems on board ships
(s).

KBSSHIP j-s an overall knowledge-based
systern for the on-l-ine optirnisation of
shi-p performance. Its goal is to
reduce runni-ng costs and the frequency
and severity of events which could
endanger the safety of the crew, ship
and carg:o, by providing support for
the problern-solving and
decision-rnaking processes involved in
planning, implementing and evaluating
ship operations. This is to be
achieved through the development of a
framework for the integration of

en,line componen'us.
patter:n recognit ion managenent

and
Perhaps the najor

contribution of the KBSSHIP project to
date has been the partial integration
of these different engineerj-ng and
econornic disciplines through the use
of knowfedge-based techniques.

The KBSSHTP Architecture

The KBSSHfP architecture has been
designed to encompass all the major
appl icati.on areas involved i-n ship

and performance
optirnisation, with the fl-exibility to
respond to multiple problems. It must
al-so deal with a variety of tasks,
cover].ng most of the major
problern-areas within A. I. The full
KBSSHIP system will consj-st of a
number of expert systems, each of
which is dedicated to solving one
important problem in ship operations.
Five such systens have so far been
identified: the Expert Voyage Pilot
(EVP), the Expert Loading System
(ELS), the Expert Maintenance System
(EMS) / the Expert A1arm Handling and
Diagnosis System (EAHS) and the
Statutory and Classification Expert
System (SCES), (see figure 5).

KBSSHIP is an advj-ce system. It can
make no decision about the operation
of the ship, so that, in particular,
j-t cannot overrule any decision or
action of any crew rnember. Most
importantly, it does not control the
operation of the ship. KBSSHTP is not
linited to one type of marine vessel.
Individual sub-systerns are expected to
be applicable to ships of rnany sizes
and functi-ons. However, some other
applications will only function with
significant modifications to the



digitised charts, weather maps,
and from the algorithm base, ship
response functions and cost
functions, great-circle
calculations and route-optirnising
controllers.

ELS: The Expert Loading Systen
will provide advice to the chief
officer on the optimal loading of
the ship (cargo and ballast
distribution, trirn and draught).
This is to be achieved by the
g'eneration of alternative loadi-ng
plans and by then testing these
plans against legislative,
charter party and environmental
cond itions . The overall AI
approach adopted is a 'Generate
And Test' nethodology. The
knowledge of the master is
contained within the 'generation'program which provides an initial
cargo distribution plan
satisfying the basic minimum
criteria.

onboard electronic systems, or on
new-bui1ds.

ithe users of the system will prirnarily
be the shipboard officers in charge of
navigation,
operations

machinery, cargo
and adrninistration ,

particularly the master or Deck
officer
secondary

(D.o. ) .
users

In addition,
will incl-ude

?his solution i-s
evaluated both technica]]y and
eeonomically by the 'testing'
program. Modifications are then
performed by the 'optirniser'
using knowledge of how to refine
a proposed solution on the basis
of its performance.

E&HSi The gcal of the Expert
Alarrn Handling and Diaqnostic
Systen .'i:s to rcsponcl ,-.ipi,ti.ly i:,r
alarn signals by providing
information and advice for
dual-trained personnel on the
bridge. This vri]1 provide a
knor+1 edge-based system for
ii.rielligent supervision of ship
nachinery, navigation and safety
equipment.

The EAHS has two components. An
alarm handling program shoul-d
provide imrnediate advice on the
possible causes of an alarm and
advice on severity and
investigations to be carried
out. It should also initiate tire
fault diagnostic and condition
monitoring systern to identify the
cause. State or causal models
and temporal logics are the
important AI issues in this area.

EMS: The functional requirement
for the expert maintenance system
is to optin,ally identify and
schedule maintenance activities
in order to rnaximise engine

shore-based commercial and technical
operations. Sea users witl- access
KBSSHIP via one or nore computer
terminals, sited in the bridge and
possibly the engine control centre.
The system wiII be designed to run on
one or more separate processors, with
an interface which permits several
applications to be monitored or run
sirnultaneously. Some of the systems
will be ainred primarily at engine room
staff, whilst others will be focused
on the master and the bridge.

The individual expert systems wilI
communicate with each other through a
Systen Manager Expert System (SMES).
This will define overall goals for
each system (in cornbination with the
user) , i,ril] control the f low of
information between systerns, and will
rnaintain overal1 control over t4"
systern. This approach corresponds to
a forrn of optimisation by distributed
problen -so1ving.

2 r ) e _I_:, i.:.:r, i d tr.:_!__E Xjle4_1!yS!CBS.

EVP: The Expert Voyage Pilot
will advise the ship's master or
D.o. on the economic optimisation
of the voyage plan subject to
leglslative, charter party,
navigational and sea keeping
constraints and engine condition'.

The high-1e-ve1 knowledge vrithin
this application will relate to
charter ccnstraints originating
f::om standatrd shipping procedures
alrd company policies,' to external
constraints upon the vessel's
track, such as the availability
of navigable waterways; and
constraints imposed by the vessel
and its immediate environrnent,
such as engine power reduction or
other damage. The numerical
elements within the EVP wi-I1
include information from sensors
and surveillance systems such as
hu]l integrity readings; from the
radio link information such as
the land geometry and harbour
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ava i)-abil ity and
maintenance costs.

m.Inl,m1se

The system will achieve these
goals by:

reducing dorvn-tirne resulting from
breakdowns, and frorn maintenance
performed at sea which requires
the engine to be stopped
rninimising unnecessary and
premature maintenance
automating the satisfaction of
statutory and classification
requirernents
optimising productivity of labour
and resources
minirnisi-ng the inspection
required to ascertain maintenance
needs.

In order to achieve this, it wj-ll
optinise and plan future
inspecti,on and maintenance
activj-ties taking into account:

statutory and classification
requi-rements
manufacturer's recommendations
for maintenance/inspection times
and procedures
spares, labour and tool
availability
voyage schedules
operating conditions
current estimates of machinery,
equiprnent and hu11 condition
produced by a condition
assessment component
l ikely interactions of \.qorn
engine components or
riral f unctioning subsystems ( see
figure 6).

Several components of the system
had been identified, primarily

i the Maintenance fnterpreter,
which identifies the
alterations to component
rates of deterioration
caused by faults (frorn the
EAHS), the external
environment (frorn the EVP),
and the fuel used,

ii The Planner, which
determines for each day the
work to be carried out
during the next month,
replans when the situation
changes, optirnizes the plan
and handles inconsistencies
between qoa1s,

iii The state estinator, which
monitors the actual
deterioration of components,
and delays their maintenance
if they are deteriorating
more s1ow1y that their
practical- $/ear rates would
sug'gest (or vice versa) .

SCES: The goal of the Statutory
and Classification Expert System
is to provide both users and
other KBSSHIP expert systems with
an updated specification of the
statutory and classification
regulations. As the field of
International, Conventions becomes
more complex, it becomes
increasingly difficult for
shipowners and operators to be
farniliar with all- aspects and
interpretations of the associated
legislation.
classi fication

Further rnore,

continually updated to meet the
requi rements of new technoJ ogy
applications, and new operational
practices. It is as a result of
the increasing complexity of
statutory and classification
regul atj ons that the SCES
advisory system could becone an

are

of KBSSHIPessential component
(see figure 7).

- Structuring

rules

The main features of SCES are:

EVALUATION

of the
applicable regulations,

- Communication standards with
the EVP, ELS, EMS and EAHS,

- Facil-ities to customize
system for Type, cross
tonnage, Deadweight, Length
and Intended trade.
Communication Links rvith
classification shore base
system.

OT' SHIP CONTROL SYSTEMS

A major factor in the adoption of IT
systems to assist in ship manaqemenL
will be the ability to assess the
quality of those systems in terms of
Safety, Reliability, Functj-ona1ity,
Conformance to user requirements,
Maintainabili-ty and Modifiability and
Speed and efficiency.

Software evaluation is sti1l a key
area of research, particularly in the
fields of expert systems and embedded
software systems. There are currently
no methods whi'ch can quarantee the



Communications - Local Area
Networks

i) The network topology should be
such that the single faul_t
philosophy is naintained. fn the
event of a failure between nodes,
the network shoul-d continue to
operate, and data transrnission
should be rnaintained.

ii) The protocols used rnust ensure
the integrity of data flowing on
the network. Lirnit checking on
data values should be
incorporated into the systems
sharing the network.

iii) fhe network should handle the
maximum data transfer rate
without incurring an unacceptable
data latency or collision rate.

iv) The network shou1d remain in
operation in the event of a
network controller failure.

v) The connection or disconnection
of nodes should be such that the
network continues to operate with
mininum disruption.

vi) The usage of the netwofk should
be monitored vrith facilities for
indicating faults and other
parameters for assessing its
performance.

vii) fhe network installation should
be protected against mechanical
damage and electromagnetj-c
interference -

2. Hardware Appraisal

It is usually possible to give an
accurate predi ction of hardware
reliability. The key issue for ship
board systens is the ability of the
hardware to perform to specificatj-on
under all
conditions
temperatures,

narine environment
including High

Humidity, Vibration,
Power supply variations, Audio and
radio electromagnetic interference and
Transients in the power 1ines.
Hardware evaluation shoul-d be based on
extensive tests under real or
simul-ated narine conditions.

3. Software Aoora i saI

correctness of a software system,
although a number of techniques and
appraisal guidelines do exist to give
improved Levels of confidence in the
system, These will need to be
adapted, further developed, and
conbined with any existing ship
certification criteria in an overall
policy for quality assessment or
classification of ship operation
support tool-s.

Three rnain areas for assessment are
discussed below:

1. System Desicrn Aooraisal

Systern reliability nay be improved if
the design incorporates means to
recovery, or "fail-saferr techniques in
the event of f aults or f ai-]ures.
Appraisal of the system design should
address the followinq issues
concerning progirammable electronics
and conmunications.

Proqramnable electfenics :

i) A common certi fication
requirement is the ,single fault
philosophy'. Here the design
ensures that the system will
continue to function as long as
there is no nore than one fault
in any area or subsystem. This
nay be achievecl by segregat-ion of
function (particularly between

alarm and safety
or by adequate

redundancy.

ii) Self monitoring facilities: any
fault causing a failure of the
systen to carry out its intended
functions should be indicated,

iii) The location of hardware faults
should be indicated to a level
compatible with a defined
repair/replacement policy.

iv) Programs and data held in the
system will require protection
from corruption caused by
power-1oss.

v) Means to re-enter a program will
be required when any part of the
progran is stored in volatile
memory.

vi) Effective security arrangements
will be requi-red for access to
program and data.

control,
systems)

Methods for evaluation of software
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divide naturally into two main groups:

(i) those concerned with the
development process itself,
including evaluation of the
techniques used for system
analysis, specif icat j-on, desi-gn,
documentati-on, implementation,
verification anci testing.

(ii) those concerned with the
resulting product, includi-ng
testing through the use of
examples, verification of the
consistency of code, and
appraisals in use.

Process appraisals are iinportant
because at present there are no
methods which can accurately measure
the qualj,ty of a piece of software
just by analysis of the system.

For conventional software a number of
tools and techni-ques are emerging to
improve the developrnent and the
evaluation processes. These include:

- Improved methods and standards
for software development and
documentation. ln par.ticuia:: the
field of forrnal methods is
looking
introduce
throughout

at techn j-ques to
greater rigour
the

- Expert systems often have to deal
with reason j-ng about time,
uncertain or incomplete data, and
uncertain knowledge. The schemes
for representing and reasoning
with such knowledge do not have a
well-defined semantics, and
cannot be validated.

- There at:e few widely accepted
standards or criteria for the
expert systems development
process.

- Expert systems often deal with
problems where there is no single
definitive answer. Even the
experts may disagree on the what
is the correct or optirnal
solution.

- Expert systems tend to simplify
or take over many of the userrs
tasks and so reduce critical
assessment by the user.

- Sometimes the expert system
problem is non-deterministic, and
has a number of soluti-ons and
solution methods. The same
problen may give different
answers on different occasions,
making the system much harder to
test.

Speclal Considerations for Embedded
Systems

- Tirninq constraints associated
w j,th ernbedded systems are
particularly hard to verify, and
again there are few widely
accepled standards for the
development of such systems.

- The software is usually tested in
a sirnulated environment, and so
perforrnance cannot be guaranteed
in si-tu.

Because of these difficulties,
appraisal methods should concentrate
on the development process, where the
common good practices for developing
conventional- systems stil1 app1y.
Hopefully future research will
identify nore rigorous assessment
techniques.

CONCLUSIONS

fnfornation Technology and advanced
commun j.cat j-ons provide new
opportuni-ties for improved fleet

development
process.

- Verification tools and
technigues. Static and dynamic
analysers (such as SPADE and
MALPAS) help to deterrnine coding
anomalies and style inadequacies.

- Testing tools can determine which
paths through the system are
sti1l to be tested.

However/ al.1 these techniques are
sti1I l-inited in thei-r use and have
not yet been extended to expert
systems or ernbedded software. The
following highlights the special
difficulties witli these systems.

Special Considerations For Expert
Systems

- The correctness of the software
depends on the correctness of the
expertise. This is not always
based on riqorous theory, but
more usually includes rul-es of
thumb and tricks of the trade
which are extreme)-y hard to
assess.



managiement.
'intelligent'

Increasing use of
inforrnation either

Institute of Marine Engineers,
London (1988).

MAbbott,LBardis,CPW
Hornsby, P S Katsoulakos, M Lind,
T Wittig rtAn Architecture for a
Shipboard Knowledge-Based
Systemrr. Proceeding of the 5th
Esprit Conference. Brussels.
November 1988,

R Doherty 'rEnvironmental Testing
of Controf Equipmentrt

on-board the ship or on a shore centre
will provide the means to define and
refine strategic policies, and to
optimise ship profitabitity.

Communications, expert systems,
databases and computer hardware do not
pose difficult technical
requirements. However the developnent
of practical and realistic apprai-sal
tests is still- a key issue. This,
together with adoptive technology for
control, information processing, and
training will probably determine the
rate of overalf progress, Other key
factors include standardisation and
reliability of equipment, and sensor
applications.
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